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Abstract. Topological field theories of Schwarz-type generally admit symmetries whose algebra does
not close off-shell, e.g. the basic symmetries of BF models or vector supersymmetry of the gauge-fixed
action for Chern-Simons theory (this symmetry being at the origin of the perturbative finiteness of the
theory). We present a detailed discussion of all these symmetries within the algebraic approach to the
Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism. Moreover, we discuss the general algebraic construction of topological
models of both Schwarz- and Witten-type.
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1
1 Introduction
The present paper is devoted to the algebraic construction [1] and to the symmetries of topo-
logical field theories of Schwarz-type (see [2] for a review of the latter theories). The classical
action of some of these models (e.g. BF models in a space-time of dimension d ≥ 4 [3, 4]) ad-
mits on-shell reducible symmetries and thus leads to a BRST-operator which is only nilpotent
on-shell. Moreover, the gauge-fixed action for these models admits a supersymmetry-like invari-
ance, the so-called vector supersymmetry (VSUSY), which also generates an on-shell algebra
[5]-[8]. Such on-shell invariances raise problems upon quantization of these theories.
The Lagrangian Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) -formalism represents a systematic approach to
this problematics [9]. (For a short summary, see reference [10].) In fact, in this canonical
(symplectic) setting, all fields are supplemented from the beginning on with antifields and
these additional variables ensure off-shell closure of the symmetry algebras. The antifields of
the BV-formalism correspond to the external sources of the standard BRST-approach and can
be expressed in terms of the latter. In this way, one recovers symmetry algebras for the basic
fields whose closure is guaranteed by the external sources. The latter transformations coincide
with those obtained by the action of the linearized Slavnov-Taylor operator in the standard
BRST-approach.
As matter of fact [7, 2], topological field theories of Schwarz-type provide a neat application
for the BV-formalism which is often discussed in quite general terms in the literature [11]. The
algebraic approach to this formalism was pioneered by H. Ikemori [1] and applied to various
models in the sequel [12, 13] (see also [14] for earlier work and [15] for an interesting field-
theoretic interpretation). We will incorporate VSUSY in this framework and show that this
yields a major simplification with respect to the algebraic approach to the BRST-formalism
[16], thus simplifying the study of the renormalization and finiteness properties of topological
models [17].
In the present work, we restrict our attention to models in flat d-dimensional space-time,
but a generalization of VSUSY to arbitrary manifolds can be achieved [18]. In fact, the latter
allows to tackle the relationship between BF models and gravity [3, 19] where a VSUSY-like
invariance also exists [20].
The fundamental ingredients of the algebraic approach [1, 12] are extended forms (corre-
sponding to the complete ladders of the BV-formalism) : the latter can be used to write down
action functionals as well as horizontality conditions or Russian formulae [21, 22] summarizing
the basic symmetries of the action. The essential tool for describing VSUSY-transformations
is given by the so-called ∅-symmetry condition introduced in reference [16].
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 3, we discuss in detail the examples of 3-
dimensional Chern-Simons theory and of the 4-dimensional BF model [1]. In doing so, we will
make contact at all stages with previous studies of these models within the BRST- or BV-
setting. In particular, we will elaborate on VSUSY and carry out explicitly the elimination of
antifields so as to allow for a comparison with the results obtained from other lines of reasoning.
To anticipate our conclusions, we already indicate that the algebraic approach allows to recover
various known results (or slight generalizations thereof) almost effortless, in a systematic way
and in a quite compact form. As a by-product, we will present a novel interpretation of the
VSUSY-algebra in subsection 3.2.3. Our study of concrete examples provides the hindsight for
formulating some general principles for the algebraic construction of topological models. This
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will be the subject of section 5 where we also summarize the different classes of topological
models of both Schwarz- and Witten-type which can be obtained along these lines.
2 General setting
The models to be discussed admit a Lie algebra of symmetries and the involved fields are p-forms
with values in this Lie algebra. In particular, we always have the Yang-Mills connection 1-form
A and the associated curvature 2-form F = dA+ 1
2
[A,A]. The field strength of any additional
field ϕ is given by its covariant derivative Dϕ = dϕ + [A,ϕ]. We will only be concerned with
the classical theory and the fields occurring in the initial invariant action of a model will be
referred to as classical fields.
3 Example 1: Chern-Simons theory in R3
3.1 Symmetries of the classical action
3.1.1 The model and its symmetries
The action
Sinv[A] =
1
2
∫
R3
tr {AdA+
2
3
AAA} (1)
is invariant under infinitesimal gauge transformations, δA = Dc, and it leads to the equation
of motion F = 0, i.e. a zero-curvature condition for the connection A. In expression (1) and in
the following, the wedge product sign is omitted.
The gauge invariance of the functional (1) represents an off-shell, irreducible symmetry and
therefore the BV-description of this invariance leads, up to minor modifications, to the same
results as the BRST-approach. In fact, by starting our study with a symmetry of this simple
type, we can best recognize the precise correspondence between both formalisms.
3.1.2 Geometric framework of BRST- and BV-approaches
By way of motivation and to fix the notation, we recall a few facts concerning the geometric
framework of the BRST-approach [8, 22]. In this setting, infinitesimal symmetry parameters
are turned into ghost fields. Thus, the geometric sector of the Chern-Simons model involves
the classical field A and the ghost field c associated to infinitesimal gauge transformations.
Lower and upper indices of a field label its form degree and ghost-number, respectively. For
each field, the ghost-number is added to the form degree in order to define a total degree and
all commutators are assumed to be graded with respect to this degree. The BRST-operator s
increases the ghost-number by one unit, but it does not modify the form degree of fields. In view
of the definition of Green functions or the formulation of the Slavnov-Taylor identity, one also
introduces external sources γ−12 and σ
−2
3 which couple to the (non-linear) BRST-transformations
of A and c, respectively: this amounts to the addition of a term
Sext =
∫
R3
tr {γ−12 sA+ σ
−2
3 sc}
2
to the action. The latter contribution is s-invariant since the operator s is nilpotent and since
the external fields γ and σ are assumed to be s-inert.
In the BV-approach that we will consider here, one starts with the fields (Φa) = (A, c)
together with the corresponding antifields (Φ∗a) = (A
∗, c∗) ≡ (A−12 , A
−2
3 ) which have the same
index structure as the sources (γ−12 , σ
−2
3 ). All of these fields then define the geometric or
minimal sector of the theory. In the sequel (section 3.1.4), s-variations are defined for all of
these variables, the transformations of A∗ and c∗ being non-trivial. Direct contact with the
BRST-approach is established at a later stage (after carrying out the gauge-fixing procedure)
by eliminating the antifields (A∗, c∗) in terms of external sources (γ, σ) - see sections 3.1.8 and
3.1.9.
3.1.3 Generalized fields and derivatives
In the BRST-approach, the ghost field c is added to the connection A in order to define the
generalized field A˜ = A+ c. In the BV-approach, the corresponding antifields are also included
[1] so as to obtain the generalized field (or extended form)
A˜ = A−23 + A
−1
2 + A + c
= c∗ + A∗ + A+ c . (2)
The latter contains fields of all form degrees which are allowed by three-dimensional space-time
(and therefore it also involves fields with negative ghost-number). It is referred to as a complete
ladder and it can be viewed as a “self-dual” quantity since it involves the basic fields A and c
together with their antifields [1, 12], see section 5 below.
The s-differential is added to the exterior derivative d so as to define the generalized deriva-
tive d˜ = d+ s. In the same vein, one introduces the generalized field strengths of A˜ and ϕ:
F˜ = d˜A˜+
1
2
[A˜, A˜] , D˜ϕ = d˜ϕ + [A˜, ϕ] . (3)
Actually, it also proves useful [12] to define the generalized fields
F A˜ = dA˜+
1
2
[A˜, A˜] , DA˜ϕ = dϕ+ [A˜, ϕ] , (4)
which satisfy the Bianchi identities
DA˜F A˜ = 0 , DA˜DA˜ϕ = [F A˜, ϕ] . (5)
3.1.4 Derivation of s-variations from a horizontality condition
Just like the standard BRST-transformations, the s-variations in the BV-framework can be
obtained from a horizontality condition. For the topological models under consideration, the
latter is obtained by replacing ordinary fields by generalized fields in the equations of motion
of the model [1]. Thus, for Chern-Simons theory, one imposes the generalized zero-curvature
condition
F˜ = 0 . (6)
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By virtue of the definition of F˜ , this relation is equivalent to
sA˜ = −F A˜ , (7)
i.e. condition (6) determines the s-variations of all component fields of A˜ [1, 12]. The resulting
transformations read
sc∗ = −DA∗ − [c, c∗] , sA = −Dc
sA∗ = −F − [c, A∗] , sc = −1
2
[c, c]
(8)
and they are nilpotent by virtue of the Bianchi identities (5), see reference [12, 16].
In equations (8), we recognize the standard BRST-transformations of the basic fields A and
c. If we were to eliminate the antifields by setting them to zero together with their s-variations,
relations (8) would lead to the classical equations of motion of the model. Accordingly, this
method of elimination is inappropriate and another procedure will be considered after perform-
ing the gauge-fixing.
3.1.5 Construction of the minimal BV-action
Our goal is to extend the invariant action (1) to a s-invariant functional for the fields (Φa; Φ∗a) =
(A, c ;A∗, c∗) of the minimal sector. For its construction, we follow a purely algebraic reasoning,
i.e. we ignore the space-time dimension. The Chern-Simons Lagrangian satisfies
d tr {AdA+
2
3
A3} = tr (FF ) ,
henceforth a relation of the same form holds for the ‘tilde’-variables :
d˜ tr {A˜d˜A˜ +
2
3
A˜3} = tr (F˜ F˜ ) .
By virtue of the horizontality condition F˜ = 0, the right-hand-side vanishes and, as a conse-
quence of d˜ = d+ s, we have
s tr {A˜d˜A˜+
2
3
A˜3} = −d tr {A˜d˜A˜ +
2
3
A˜3} . (9)
The polynomial tr {...} involves d˜A˜ and therefore it explicitly contains s-variations of fields.
Since we do not want such terms to appear in our action, we will eliminate them in terms of
others. By virtue of d˜ = d+ s, the left-hand-side of equation (9) reads
LHS = s tr {A˜dA˜+
2
3
A˜3}+ I
with
I ≡ s tr {A˜sA˜} = tr {sA˜ sA˜} = tr {F A˜ F A˜} = d tr {A˜dA˜+
2
3
A˜3} .
Using 0 = F˜ = d˜A˜+ A˜2, the right-hand-side of equation (9) can be rewritten as
RHS = d tr {
1
3
A˜3} .
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Thus, as a final result, we find the cocycle condition
s tr {A˜dA˜+
2
3
A˜3} = −d tr {A˜dA˜+
1
3
A˜3} . (10)
The polynomial tr {...} on the LHS involves contributions of different form degrees. After
integrating its 3-form part over space-time [1], we obtain the so-called minimal BV-action
which is s-invariant by virtue of relation (10):
Smin[Φ
a; Φ∗a] ≡
1
2
∫
R3
tr {A˜dA˜+
2
3
A˜A˜A˜}
∣∣∣∣
0
3
= Sinv[A] +
∫
R3
tr {A∗Dc+ c∗cc} (11)
= Sinv[A]−
∫
R3
tr {Φ∗a sΦ
a} .
The s-invariance of the second term is non-trivial, since the antifields A∗ and c∗ transform
non-trivially under the s-operation. The simple structure of this term reflects the fact that the
basic fields (Φa) = (A, c) transform among themselves: if they were to mix with the antifields,
additional terms would appear in (11), see the BF model below.
3.1.6 Gauge-fixing
We fix the gauge by imposing the Lorentz condition d⋆A = 0 where ⋆A denotes the Hodge-dual
of the 1-form A. This condition is implemented in the action by adding the s-exact functional
Sgf = sΨgf where the gauge-fixing fermion Ψgf is given (in the Landau gauge) by
Ψgf =
∫
R3
tr {c¯ (d ⋆A)} . (12)
The antighost c¯ appearing in this expression forms a BRST-doublet with an auxiliary field b,
i.e.
sc¯ = b , sb = 0 . (13)
As for the geometric sector, one also introduces the corresponding antifields (c¯ ∗, b∗) and couples
them to the s-variations of c¯ and b, respectively:
Saux[c¯, b ; c¯
∗, b∗] ≡ −
∫
R3
tr {c¯ ∗sc¯ + b∗sb} (14)
= −
∫
R3
tr {c¯ ∗b} .
The antifields (c¯ ∗, b∗) are again assumed to form a BRST-doublet, but one transforming “the
other way round”,
sc¯ ∗ = 0 , sb∗ = c¯ ∗ . (15)
This guarantees the s-invariance of Saux.
By adding the functional (14) to the minimal action (11), one obtains the so-called non-
minimal BV-action which depends on the fields (ΦA) = (A, c, c¯, b) and the associated antifields
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(Φ∗A) :
Snm[Φ
A ; Φ∗A] ≡ Smin + Saux
= Sinv +
∫
R3
tr {A∗Dc+ c∗cc− c¯ ∗b}
= Sinv −
∫
R3
tr {Φ∗AsΦ
A} . (16)
Note that this action is s-invariant and that it does not include the gauge-fixing functional
Sgf = sΨgf .
3.1.7 BV-interpretation
Let (ΦA) = (Φa, C¯α,Πα) collectively denote all fields, i.e. the classical and ghost fields (Φa)
defining the minimal sector, the antighosts C¯α and the multiplier fields Πα. Accordingly, let
(Φ∗A) = (Φ
∗
a, C¯
∗
α,Π
∗
α) denote the associated antifields and let (Θ
A) = (ΦA; Φ∗A). Quite generally,
if ΦA has index structure (ΦA)gp, then the corresponding antifield has index structure (Φ
∗
A)
−g−1
d−p
where d denotes the space-time dimension. Accordingly, for a space-time Md of odd (even)
dimension, the fields and their antifields have the same (opposite) parity.
For any two functionals X [ΘA] and Y [ΘA] of the fields (ΘA), the BV-bracket is the graded
bracket defined by
{X, Y } =
∫
Md
tr
{
δX
δΦA
δY
δΦ∗A
±
δY
δΦA
δX
δΦ∗A
}
, (17)
where the sign depends on the Grassmann parity of X and Y . (Our convention to use left
functional derivatives differs from the one which is frequently used in the literature [11].)
Let Γ[ΦA,Φ∗A] be the non-minimal BV-action (16) as defined onMd = R
3. Then, the latter
is a solution of the classical BV master equation
{Γ,Γ} = 0 i.e.
∫
Md
tr
{
δΓ
δΦA
δΓ
δΦ∗A
}
= 0 (18)
and the s-variations of fields and antifields are given by
sΘA = {Γ,ΘA} , (19)
i.e.
sΦA = −
δΓ
δΦ∗A
, sΦ∗A = −
δΓ
δΦA
(20)
for (ΦA) = (A, c, c¯, b). Indeed, the explicit expressions following from (20) with Γ = Snm coincide
with the transformation laws (8), (13) and (15). Since sΓ = {Γ,Γ}, the master equation (18)
expresses the s-invariance of Γ. The off-shell nilpotency of the s-operator can be viewed as a
consequence of the graded Jacobi identity for the BV-bracket.
As a matter of fact, the functional Smin already represents a solution of the master equation
which only depends on the variables (Φa; Φ∗a) = (A, c ;A
∗, c∗), i.e.
sΦa = −
δSmin
δΦ∗a
, sΦ∗a = −
δSmin
δΦa
. (21)
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The latter result confirms the identification between antifields and forms of negative ghost-
number considered in equation (2). It also explains why the choice Φ∗a = 0 = sΦ
∗
a implies the
classical equations of motion [12].
3.1.8 Elimination of antifields
Since antifields have been associated to all fields, external sources are also introduced for each
field (and not only for those transforming non-linearly under the s-operation, as is usually
done in the BRST-approach). The sources associated to (ΦA) = (A, c, c¯, b) are denoted by
(ρA) ≡ (γ, σ, σ¯, λ). Then, the antifields (Φ
∗
A) = (A
∗, c∗, c¯ ∗, b∗) are eliminated in terms of these
sources by virtue of the general prescription
Φ∗A = −ρˆA ≡ −ρA + (−1)
(d+1)|ΦA|+d δΨgf
δΦA
, (22)
where |ΦA| denotes the total degree of the field ΦA and d the space-time dimension (i.e. d = 3
in our example). Thus, we get
A∗ = −(γ + ⋆ dc¯) ≡ −γˆ , c∗ = −σ
c¯ ∗ = − (σ¯ + d ⋆A) ≡ −ˆ¯σ , b∗ = −λ ,
(23)
i.e. the antifields become the “hatted” sources (ρˆA) ≡ (γˆ, σ, ˆ¯σ, λ) which amount to a repara-
metrization of certain sources.
After substituting these expressions into the non-minimal BV-action (16), one obtains the
following functional which only depends on the “hatted” sources:
Σ = Sinv +
∫
R3
tr {ρˆAsΦ
A}
= Sinv +
∫
R3
tr {sΦA
δΨgf
δΦA
}+
∫
R3
tr {ρAsΦ
A}
= Sinv +
∫
R3
tr {bd ⋆A+ c¯d ⋆Dc}+
∫
R3
tr {γsA+ σsc+ σ¯sc¯+ λsb} . (24)
Actually, the transformation law sb = 0 implies that the last term vanishes so that Σ does not
depend on the source λ. Thus, we have
Σ[ΦA, ρA] ≡ Snm|Φ∗
A
= Sinv + Sgf + Sext , (25)
where Sinv represents the classical, gauge invariant action, Sgf = sΨgf the associated gauge-
fixing functional and Sext the linear coupling of external sources ρA to the s-variations of the
fields ΦA. The action Σ represents the s-invariant vertex functional (at the classical level) and
coincides with the result obtained from the usual BRST procedure (e.g. see [8]), except for the
presence of the external sources (σ¯, λ) coupling to the s-variations of the BRST-doublet (c¯, b).
By substituting expressions (23) into the s-variations of the antifields, we obtain those of
the sources: the variables (λ, ˆ¯σ) transform like a BRST-doublet,
sλ = ˆ¯σ , sˆ¯σ = 0 , (26)
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and thereby the s-variations of the sources take the explicit form
sγ = F − [c, γˆ]− ⋆ db , sσ¯ = d ⋆Dc
sσ = −Dγˆ − [c, σ] , sλ = σ¯ + d ⋆A .
(27)
The transformation laws of all variables can be summarized by
sΦA =
δΣ
δρA
, sρA =
δΣ
δΦA
(28)
with (ΦA) = (A, c, c¯, b) and (ρA) = (γ, σ, σ¯, λ). These relations are the relict of the BV-
variations (20) after the elimination of all antifields.
Obviously, the s-variations (28) determine the linearized Slavnov-Taylor operator, i.e.
s = SΣ ≡
∫
R3
tr
{
δΣ
δΦA
δ
δρA
+
δΣ
δρA
δ
δΦA
}
. (29)
Thus, the BV master equation (18) becomes the Slavnov-Taylor identity
S(Σ) ≡
∫
R3
tr
{
δΣ
δΦA
δΣ
δρA
}
= 0 , (30)
which ensures that s2 = 0 off-shell and that sΣ = SΣ(Σ) = 2S(Σ) = 0. This interpretation
of the master equation is a cornerstone of the theory and is further discussed in the literature,
both at the classical and quantum level [9, 11]. Here, we only put forward two points. First, we
note that the hatted sources associated to antighosts and multipliers form BRST-doublets (see
eqs.(26)) which simplifies the cohomogical analysis of the quantum theory. Second, we remark
that the Slavnov-Taylor identity (30) of the BV-approach has a more symmetric form than the
one of the BRST-approach where one only introduces external sources for those fields which
transform non-linearly, i.e. A and c.
3.1.9 BV versus BRST
Let us summarize the conclusions that we can draw from our discussion of the Chern-Simons
theory at the classical level (and which are in accordance with the general results [9, 11]). For an
off-shell, irreducible symmetry (like YM-invariance), the differences between the BV-approach
and the BRST-procedure are two-fold :
• The s-operator of the BV-formalism represents the linearized Slavnov-Taylor operator:
unlike the standard BRST-differential, this operator does not leave the external sources
invariant. (The non-trivial transformation laws of the sources follow from the non-trivial
s-variations of antifields given by equations (20), after the elimination of antifields in
terms of sources by virtue of the gauge fermion Ψgf .)
• In the BV-approach, one introduces sources for all fields, not only for those transforming
non-linearly, as one usually does in the BRST-framework. Of course, the latter framework
also allows for the inclusion of such sources: although they are not particularly useful,
they lead to a more symmetric expression for the Slavnov-Taylor identity (and also for
the Ward identities, see equation (40) below and comments thereafter).
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3.2 VSUSY
3.2.1 VSUSY-transformations
After performing the gauge-fixing for the invariant action (1) in a Landau-type gauge, the gauge-
fixed action is invariant under VSUSY-transformations [5]. In this section, we will introduce
these transformations as well as their algebra and, in the next section, we will discuss the
induced variation of the BV-action.
At the infinitesimal level, VSUSY-transformations are described by an operator δτ where
τ ≡ τµ∂µ represents a constant s-invariant vector field of ghost-number zero. The variation δτ
acts as an antiderivation which lowers the ghost-number by one unit and which anticommutes
with d. The operators s and δτ satisfy a graded algebra of Wess-Zumino type :
[s, δτ ] = Lτ + equations of motion . (31)
Here, Lτ = [iτ , d] denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field τ and iτ the interior
product with τ .
In the BRST-approach, the VSUSY-variations for topological models of Schwarz-type can
be derived from the so-called ∅-type symmetry condition [16]
δτ A˜ = iτ A˜ . (32)
In the BV-approach, we start from the same expression, the only difference being that A˜ now
involves both fields of positive and negative ghost-number. Substitution of the expansion (2)
into (32) yields the VSUSY-variations in the geometric sector,
δτ c = iτA , δτA = iτA
∗ , δτA
∗ = iτc
∗ , δτc
∗ = 0 . (33)
We note that, if two fields are related by VSUSY (e.g. c
δτ→ A), then the corresponding antifields
are related “the other way round” (i.e. A∗
δτ→ c∗). This feature represents a useful guideline for
dealing with more complex models or field contents.
Using (32) and sA˜ = −F A˜, it can be explicitly shown that [s, δτ ]A˜ = Lτ A˜, i.e. the VSUSY-
algebra is satisfied off-shell for all fields of the geometric sector. (In fact, this result holds by
construction [16].)
We now turn to the transformation laws of the remaining fields and antifields. The δτ -
variation of c¯ has to vanish for dimensional and ghost-number reasons (“there is nothing it can
transform into”). If we require the VSUSY-algebra to be satisfied off-shell for all fields, we
readily obtain the variation of b :
δτ c¯ = 0 ⇒ δτb = δτsc¯ = (Lτ − sδτ )c¯ = Lτ c¯ . (34)
As for the s-variations, the associated doublet of antifields (c¯ ∗, b∗) is assumed to transform “the
other way round” (in accordance with the general guideline indicated above) :
δτb
∗ = 0 , δτ c¯
∗ = Lτb
∗ . (35)
After eliminating all antifields in terms of sources by virtue of equations (23), we get the
VSUSY-variations
δτ c = iτA , δτ γˆ = δτγ = iτσ
δτA = −iτ γˆ = −iτ (γ + ⋆dc¯) , δτσ = 0
(36)
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and
δτ c¯ = 0 , δτ b = Lτ c¯
δτ σ¯ = Lτλ+ d ⋆ iτ γˆ , δτλ = 0 ,
(37)
where the variation of σ¯ is a consequence of δτ ˆ¯σ = Lτλ. It can be checked explicitly that the
VSUSY-algebra holds off-shell for all fields and sources.
If we set the sources to zero, we recover the results of the standard BRST-approach for the
VSUSY-variations of the fields (A, c, c¯, b) [5]. For these fields, the s-variations of the BV- and
BRST-approaches coincide so that we also recover the on-shell VSUSY-algebra. If sources are
included in the BRST-framework for the discussion of Ward identities, a different argumentation
from the one considered here leads to the same VSUSY-variations for (A, c, c¯, b) and (γ, σ)
[6, 8]. In fact, external sources (antifields) somehow play the same roˆle as auxiliary fields in
supersymmetric field theories in that they lead to a symmetry algebra which closes off-shell
[7, 10].
3.2.2 Ward identity
The transformation law (32) induces the following variation of the minimal BV-action (11):
δτSmin =
1
2
∫
R3
tr {A˜Lτ A˜}
∣∣∣−1
3
=
∫
R3
tr {A∗LτA + c
∗Lτc} .
The transformations (34),(35) yield a similar expression for the variation of the auxiliary action
(14):
δτSaux =
∫
R3
tr {b∗Lτb+ c¯
∗Lτ c¯} .
Thus, the non-minimal BV-action Snm = Smin + Saux satisfies a broken Ward identity:
WτSnm ≡
∫
R3
tr
{
δτΦ
A δSnm
δΦA
+ δτΦ
∗
A
δSnm
δΦ∗A
}
=
∫
R3
tr
{
Φ∗ALτΦ
A
}
. (38)
The breaking is linear in the fields (and also in the antifields). Henceforth, it is unproblematic
for the quantum theory since ‘insertions’ that are linear in quantum fields are not renormalized
by quantum corrections. The result (38) can also be derived from expression (16) by substituting
the variations (33)-(35) and using [s, δτ ] = Lτ .
After elimination of the antifields, the Ward identity (38) takes the form
WτΣ ≡
∫
R3
tr
{
δτΦ
A δΣ
δΦA
+ δτρA
δΣ
δρA
}
= ∆τ (39)
with
∆τ = −
∫
R3
tr
{
ρALτΦ
A
}
= −
∫
R3
tr {γLτA + σLτc + λLτb+ σ¯Lτ c¯} . (40)
The Ward identity (39), with δτΦ
A and δτρA given by eqs. (36)(37), has the same form as the
one found in the BRST-framework [8, 23] where the sources λ, σ¯ are not considered. Yet, it is
their inclusion which leads to the quite symmetric expression (40).
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The fact that the breaking is linear in the quantum fields and in the sources only holds in
the Landau gauge that we have chosen in the gauge-fixing fermion (12): in a different gauge,
implemented by the gauge-fermion
Ψgf =
∫
R3
tr {c¯(d ⋆ A−
α
2
⋆ b)} with α ∈ R∗ ,
the breaking term ∆τ is non-linear in the quantum fields.
To summarize the two previous sections, we can say that the BV-approach readily leads to
a VSUSY-algebra which closes off-shell and to a Ward identity which is broken by a term that
is linear in the quantum fields and sources (in the Landau gauge).
3.2.3 On the algebra of symmetries
Before proceeding further, we come back shortly to the algebra of symmetries which may be
summarized as follows. The basic operators
d ≡ δ01 , s ≡ δ
1
0 , iτ ≡ δ
0
−1 , δτ ≡ δ
−1
0
modify the form degree p and ghost-number g of a field ϕ according to
δnm
(
ϕgp
)
= (δϕ)g+np+m
and satisfy the graded algebra
[δnm, δ
l
k] = δm+k,0 δn+l,0 Lτ .
It is interesting to compare the action of the operators δτ and s on the basic fields. For this
purpose, we decompose s according to s = s0 + s1 where s0 and s1 represent, respectively, the
linear and non-linear parts of the operator. By virtue of sA˜ = −F A˜, the action of s0 on the
generalized field A˜ is given by
s0A˜ = −dA˜ . (41)
Comparison with (32) shows that each of the operators s0 and δτ acts in the same fashion on
all fields occurring in the expansion A˜. However, the two operators act into opposite directions
inside the ladder A˜ : while s0 increases the ghost-number by one unit, δτ lowers it by the same
amount,
A˜ =
s0−→
c∗ + A∗ + A+ c
←−
δτ
, (42)
both operators being related by
[s0, δτ ] = Lτ . (43)
The linear part s0 of the s-operator (which already determines the non-abelian structure of
the theory to a large extent [24]) also allows for a unified formulation of all symmetries. To
present this geometric description, we define (in analogy to d˜ = d+ s)
d˜0 ≡ d+ s0
i˜τ ≡ iτ − δτ . (44)
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The horizontality condition (41) defining s0 and the symmetry condition (32) defining δτ are
then equivalent to
d˜0A˜ = 0 , i˜τ A˜ = 0 (45)
and the compatibility condition for these two equations,
0 = [d˜0, i˜τ ] = [d, iτ ]− [s0, δτ ]
is the VSUSY-algebra relation (43).
3.2.4 BV versus BRST
Quite generally, we can say the following. Once external sources (associated to non-linear field
variations) are introduced in the BRST-framework for discussing Ward identities, one recovers
the same results for VSUSY-transformations as in the BV-approach and also the same type of
expression for the breaking of VSUSY. Yet, in the BV-framework where sources are introduced
for all fields under the disguise of antifields, the VSUSY-breaking term has a more symmetric
form.
Concerning the derivation of VSUSY-variations (for topological models of Schwarz-type) by
virtue of the symmetry condition (32), the conclusion is as follows. This symmetry condition
can be taken as a starting point in the standard BRST-formalism [16], but the derivation of
symmetry transformations is already involved for a simple model like Chern-Simons theory due
to the fact that one has to refer to its equations of motion. By contrast, the BV-formalism
allows for a quite simple and straightforward study of VSUSY.
4 Example 2: BF model in R4
The approach to the BF model closely follows the lines of the Chern-Simons theory, henceforth
we will only emphasize the new features that it exhibits.
4.1 Symmetries of the classical action
4.1.1 The model and its symmetries
The BF model in R4 involves two gauge potentials: the YM 1-form A and the 2-form potential
B ≡ B02 , i.e. a Lie algebra-valued 2-form transforming under the adjoint representation of the
gauge group. The model is characterized by the action
Sinv[A,B] =
∫
R4
tr {BF} , (46)
which leads to the equations of motion
F = 0 and DB = 0 . (47)
The functional (46) is not only invariant under ordinary gauge transformations, but also
under the local symmetry
δB = DB1 . (48)
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By virtue of the second Bianchi identity D(DB0) = [F,B0] and the equation of motion F = 0,
the right-hand-side of (48) is on-shell invariant under the transformation δB1 = DB0. Thus,
the symmetry (48) is one-stage reducible on-shell.
4.1.2 Horizontality conditions and s-transformations
Apart from the ghost c parametrizing ordinary gauge transformations, we now have ghosts
B11 ≡ B1 and B
2
0 ≡ B0 parametrizing the reducible symmetry (48). Thus, one introduces
generalized forms [1]
A˜ = A−34 + A
−2
3 + A
−1
2 + A+ c , B˜ = B
−2
4 +B
−1
3 +B +B
1
1 +B
2
0
= B∗0 +B
∗
1 +B
∗ + A+ c , = c∗ + A∗ +B +B1 +B0 ,
(49)
where B∗0 ≡ (B0)
∗, B∗1 ≡ (B1)
∗ and where the identification of antifields has been performed
as for the Chern-Simons theory, i.e. by considering the index structure of all fields (see section
3.1.2). The gauge potentials A and B and, more generally, the generalized fields A˜ and B˜ can
be viewed as dual to each other (see references [12, 1] and section 5 below).
In view of the equations of motion (47), one postulates the horizontality conditions [1]
F˜ = 0 and D˜B˜ = 0 . (50)
These relations are equivalent to
sA˜ = −F A˜ and sB˜ = −DA˜B˜ (51)
and thereby determine all s-variations : by substitution of expressions (49), one obtains
sc = −1
2
[c, c] , sB∗ = −F − [c, B∗]
sA = −Dc , sB∗1 = −DB
∗ − [c, B∗1 ]
sB∗0 = −DB
∗
1 − [c, B
∗
0 ]−
1
2
[B∗, B∗]
(52)
and
sB0 = −[c, B0]
sB1 = −DB0 − [c, B1]
sB = −DB1 − [c, B]− [B
∗, B0] (53)
sA∗ = −DB − [c, A∗]− [B∗, B1]− [B
∗
1 , B0]
sc∗ = −DA∗ − [c, c∗]− [B∗, B]− [B∗1 , B1]− [B
∗
0 , B0] .
The fields and antifields of the minimal sector can be collected in (Φa) = (A, c, B,B1, B0) and
(Φ∗a) = (A
∗, c∗, B∗, B∗1 , B
∗
0). By construction, the s-variations of these variables as given by (52)
and (53) are nilpotent off-shell. The fact that the transformation law of the classical field B
involves the antifield B∗ reflects the fact that the symmetry algebra generated by (48) closes
only on-shell. If all antifields are set to zero, one recovers the standard BRST-transformations
of (A, c, B,B1, B0) which are only nilpotent on the mass-shell.
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4.1.3 Minimal BV-action
Proceeding along the lines of section 3.1.5, we can extend the classical action (46). From the
horizontality conditions (51), we obtain the cocycle condition [12]
s tr {B˜F A˜} = −d tr {B˜F A˜} ,
which yields the s-invariant minimal BV-action [1, 12]
Smin[Φ
a; Φ∗a] ≡
∫
R4
tr {B˜F A˜}
∣∣∣0
4
. (54)
Substitution of the expansions (49) leads to the explicit expression
Smin = Sinv −
∫
R4
tr {Φ∗a sΦ
a} −
1
2
∫
R4
tr {B∗[B∗, B0]} , (55)
where the last term reflects the antifield dependence of the transformation law of B. We
note that all of the s-variations (52) and (53) have the form BV-form (21) which confirms the
identification of antifields made in (49).
4.1.4 Gauge-fixing and elimination of antifields
Gauge fermion and auxiliary fields Gauge-fixing of all symmetries, i.e. of YM-invariance
and of the reducible symmetry of the 2-form potential B, requires a gauge fermion of the form
Ψgf =
∫
R4
tr
{
c¯ d ⋆A+ c¯−11 d ⋆B + c¯
−2d ⋆B1 + c¯
0
(
d ⋆ c¯−11 + α ⋆ π
−1
)}
(α ∈ R) . (56)
The involved antighosts (C¯α) ≡
(
c¯, c¯−11 , c¯
−2, c¯ 0
)
are supplemented with auxiliary fields (Πα) ≡
(b, π1, π
−1, π1) so as to define BRST-doublets :
sc¯ = b , sc¯−11 = π1 , sc¯
−2 = π−1 , sc¯ 0 = π1
sb = 0 , sπ1 = 0 , sπ
−1 = 0 , sπ1 = 0 .
(57)
The corresponding antifields transform in a dual way,
sc¯ ∗ = 0 , s(c¯−11 )
∗ = 0 , s(c¯−2)∗ = 0 , s(c¯ 0)∗ = 0
sb∗ = c¯ ∗ , s(π1)
∗ = −(c¯−11 )
∗ , s(π−1)∗ = −(c¯−2)∗ , s(π1)∗ = −(c¯ 0)∗
(58)
and thereby ensure the s-invariance of the functional
Saux = −
∫
R4
tr {(C¯α)∗Πα} , (59)
which gives rise to the non-minimal action Snm = Smin + Saux.
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Elimination of antifields Altogether, we have the fields (ΦA) = (Φa, C¯α,Πα) with
(Φa) = (A, c, B,B1, B0) , (C¯
α) =
(
c¯, c¯−11 , c¯
−2, c¯ 0
)
, (Πα) =
(
b, π1, π
−1, π1
)
(60)
and the associated external sources (ρA) are to be denoted as follows :(
γ, σ, ρ−12 , ρ
−2
3 , ρ
−3
4
)
,
(
σ¯, σ¯03, σ¯
1
4, σ¯
−1
4
)
,
(
λ, λ−13 , λ
0
4, λ
−2
4
)
. (61)
The antifields (Φ∗A) will now be expressed in terms of these sources by virtue of the prescription
(22) with d = 4. For the antifields of the minimal sector, this entails
A∗ = −(γ − ⋆ dc¯) ≡ −γˆ , B∗ = −(ρ−12 + ⋆ dc¯
−1
1 ) ≡ −ρˆ
−1
2
c∗ = −σ , B∗1 = −(ρ
−2
3 − ⋆ dc¯
−2) ≡ −ρˆ−23
B∗0 = −ρ
−3
4 ,
(62)
whereas the antifields associated to antighost and multiplier fields are given by
c¯ ∗ = −(σ¯ + d ⋆A) ≡ −ˆ¯σ , b∗ = −λ
(c¯−11 )
∗ = −(σ¯03 − d ⋆B − ⋆ dc¯
0) ≡ −ˆ¯σ
0
3 , (π1)
∗ = −λ−13
(c¯−2)∗ = −(σ¯14 − d ⋆B1) ≡ −ˆ¯σ
1
4 , (π
−1)∗ = −(λ04 + α ⋆c¯
0) ≡ −λˆ04
(c¯ 0)∗ = −(σ¯−14 − α ⋆ π
−1 − d ⋆ c¯−11 ) ≡ −ˆ¯σ
−1
4 , (π
1)∗ = −λ−24 .
(63)
Vertex functional The gauge-fixed action including external sources is obtained from Snm =
Smin + Saux by eliminating antifields according to relations (62)(63). This leads to
Σ = Sinv +
∫
R4
tr {ρˆAsΦ
A}+ Smod
= Sinv + sΨgf +
∫
R4
tr {ρAsΦ
A}+ Smod
= Sinv + Sgf + Sext + Smod , (64)
where
Smod = −
1
2
∫
R4
tr {B0[ρˆ
−1
2 , ρˆ
−1
2 ]} (65)
is related to the fact that the s-variation of B exhibits an antifield dependence, see equation
(53). For ρA = 0, expression (64) coincides with the one of reference [7] in which external
sources are introduced at a different stage.
s-variations After elimination of all antifields, the s-variations of the basic fields (A, c, B,B1, B0)
are exactly the same as before except for the fact that sB now depends on a (hatted) source
rather than an antifield:
sB = −DB1 − [c, B] + [ρˆ
−1
2 , B0] . (66)
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The sources associated to the basic fields transform as
sγ = DB − [ρˆ−23 , B0]− [ρˆ
−1
2 , B1]− [c, γˆ]− ⋆ db
sσ = −Dγˆ − [ρ−34 , B0]− [ρˆ
−2
3 , B1]− [ρˆ
−1
2 , B]− [c, σ]
sρ−12 = F − [c, ρˆ
−1
2 ] + ⋆ dπ1
sρ−23 = −Dρˆ
−1
2 − [c, ρˆ
−2
3 ]− ⋆ dπ
−1
sρ−34 = −Dρˆ
−2
3 − [c, ρ
−3
4 ] +
1
2
[ρˆ−12 , ρˆ
−1
2 ] (67)
and those associated to the antighosts and multipliers transform as
sσ¯ = −d ⋆Dc , sλ = σ¯ + d ⋆A
sσ¯03 = d ⋆
(
DB1 + [c, B]− [ρˆ
−1
2 , B0]
)
− ⋆ dπ1 , sλ−13 = −σ¯
0
3 + d ⋆B + ⋆ dc¯
0
sσ¯14 = d ⋆(DB0 + [c, B
1
1 ]) , sλ
0
4 = −σ¯
1
4 + d ⋆B
1
1 − α ⋆ π
1
sσ¯−14 = −d ⋆ π1 , sλ
−2
4 = −σ¯
−1
4 + α ⋆π
−1 + d ⋆ c¯−11 .
(68)
The s-variations of fields and sources all have the form (28), henceforth the s-operator may
again be identified with the linearized Slavnov-Taylor operator SΣ.
BV versus BRST The general conclusions drawn from the Chern-Simons theory also hold
in the present case. An extra feature of the BV-formulation for the BF model (which involves a
reducible symmetry) is that the s-variation of the classical field B depends on sources (thereby
ensuring the off-shell nilpotency of the s-operator). Another facet of this issue is the presence of
the functional Smod in the vertex functional. While the BV-approach automatically produces
such contributions which are non-linear in the external sources, they have to be added “by
hand” in the standard BRST-framework, e.g. see [5, 7, 25].
It should be noted that an off-shell formulation for the basic s-variations can eventually be
given within the BRST-framework by mimicking the BV-approach, see reference [8].
4.2 VSUSY
VSUSY-transformations of fields As in the standard BRST-approach [16], we start from
the ∅-symmetry conditions
δτ A˜ = iτ A˜ , δτ B˜ = iτ B˜ . (69)
After spelling out these relations in terms of component fields and eliminating the antifields in
terms of sources, we obtain the VSUSY-variations of the basic fields,
δτc = iτA , δτB0 = iτB1
δτA = −iτ ρˆ
−1
2 , δτB1 = iτB
δτB = −iτ γˆ .
(70)
and the variations of the associated sources :
δτ γˆ = iτσ , δτσ = 0
δτ ρˆ
−1
2 = iτ ρˆ
−2
3 , δτ ρˆ
−2
3 = iτρ
−3
4
δτρ
−3
4 = 0 .
(71)
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Taking the results of Chern-Simons theory as a guideline (see eq.(36)), we now define the
VSUSY-variations of the antighosts (C¯α) =
(
c¯, c¯−11 , c¯
−2, c¯ 0
)
in such a way that relations (71)
hold for the unhatted sources, i.e. such that we have
δτγ = iτσ , δτσ = 0
δτρ
−1
2 = iτρ
−2
3 , δτρ
−2
3 = iτρ
−3
4
δτρ
−3
4 = 0 .
(72)
The transformation laws of the multipliers (Πα) are then determined by the requirement that
the VSUSY-algebra is satisfied, see equation (34). Altogether, we find the following variations
of antighosts and multipliers :
δτ c¯ = 0 , δτ b = Lτ c¯
δτ c¯
−1
1 = g(τ)c¯
−2 , δτπ1 = Lτ c¯
−1
1 + g(τ)π
−1
δτ c¯
−2 = 0 , δτπ
−1 = Lτ c¯
−2
δτ c¯
0 = 0 , δτπ
1 = Lτ c¯
0 .
(73)
Here, g(τ) = τµgµνdx
ν denotes the 1-form associated to the vector field τ by virtue of a space-
time metric (gµν) [8, 16].
If we set all sources to zero, we recover the transformation laws and on-shell VSUSY-algebra
of the standard BRST-approach [16]. If sources are included in the latter framework for the
discussion of Ward identities, considerations different from ours lead to the introduction of the
hatted sources (62) and to the variations (70)-(73) [7].
To conclude, we come to the δτ -variations of the sources (61) associated to the doublet
fields (C¯α,Πα). According to the general guideline indicated after equation (33), these sources
(antifields) are assumed to transform “the other way round”, in the opposite direction as the
fields, see eq.(35):
δτ σ¯ = Lτλ− d ⋆iτ ρˆ
−1
2 , δτλ = 0
δτ σ¯
0
3 = −Lτλ
−1
3 + d ⋆iτ γˆ , δτλ
−1
3 = 0
δτ σ¯
1
4 = −Lτλ
0
4 − g(τ)σ¯
0
3 + (1− α) ⋆Lτ c¯
0 , δτλ
0
4 = −g(τ)λ
−1
3
δτ σ¯
−1
4 = −Lτλ
−2
4 − d ⋆g(τ)c¯
−2 + α ⋆Lτ c¯
−2 , δτλ
−2
4 = 0 .
(74)
By construction, the VSUSY-algebra is satisfied off-shell for all fields and sources.
Ward identity The δτ -variations of fields and antifields induce the broken Ward identity
WτSnm =
∫
R4
tr {±Φ∗ALτΦ
A} , (75)
which takes the following form after elimination of antifields:
WτΣ =
∫
R4
tr {(−1)|ρA| ρALτΦ
A} . (76)
Thus, the final result has the same form as for Chern-Simons theory, i.e. we have a breaking
which is linear in the sources and in the quantum fields [7, 23]. It is worthwhile to note that this
result has been obtained for an arbitrary value of the gauge parameter α. This is in contrast to
the usual formulation where VSUSY puts some restrictions on the gauge parameter [7, 8, 23].
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5 General case
The topological field theories studied in the previous sections allowed us to make a detailed
comparison between the BRST- and BV-approaches to the different types of symmetries that are
essential for discussing perturbative renormalization. They also provide concrete illustrations
for an algebraic construction of topological models. The goal of the present section is three-fold.
First of all, to present some general principles summarizing the algebraic formalism considered
so far (section 5.1.2). Second, to investigate which other models can be constructed using
this approach and to determine their characteristic features (sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4). Finally,
we wish to provide some general expressions and strategies applicable to all models under
consideration (sections 5.1.6 and 5.2).
5.1 Symmetries of the classical action
5.1.1 Generalized forms and duality
Since the algebraic construction involves a gauge field and, more generally, p-form potentials,
we first recall the general framework for d-dimensional space-time Md presented in reference
[12].
Let us consider p ∈ {0, 1, ..., d}. A p-form gauge potential Xp ≡ X
0
p with values in a Lie
algebra gives rise to a generalized form
X˜p =
d∑
q=0
Xp−d+qd−q = X
p−d
d +X
p−d+1
d−1 + . . .+Xp + . . .+X
p
0 , (77)
which involves all ghosts and “ghosts for ghosts” as well as some fields with negative ghost-
number. However, in general, the index structure of the latter fields does not allow us to
identify them with the antifields associated to the fields appearing in X˜p. Rather one has to
introduce a so-called dual form Y˜d−p−1 with an analogous expansion,
Y˜d−p−1 =
d∑
q=0
Y −p−1+qd−q = Y
−p−1
d + . . .+ Yd−p−1 + . . .+ Y
d−p−1
0 . (78)
The generalized forms (77) and (78) are dual to each other in the sense that the fields with
negative ghost-number contained in the first one are the antifields associated to the fields with
positive ghost-number contained in the second one and vice versa, i.e.(
Xqp−q
)∗
= Y −q−1d−(p−q) for q = 0, . . . , p(
Y qd−p−1−q
)∗
= X−q−1p+1+q for q = 0, . . . , d− p− 1 . (79)
For instance, for d = 4, the ladder A˜ is dual to the ladder B˜ while A˜ is self-dual for d = 3.
5.1.2 Field content and construction of models
All of the models to be considered involve a gauge field A, hence a generalized form A˜ ≡ X˜1
and the dual form B˜ ≡ Y˜d−2. Eventually, additional dual pairs (X˜p, Y˜d−p−1) with 0 ≤ p ≤ d− 1
can be included and coupled to the generalized gauge field A˜.
We now summarize the general algebraic procedure for constructing models [1, 12].
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1. One imposes horizontality conditions on A˜, B˜, X˜, Y˜ , i.e. conditions on their field strengths
F˜ , D˜B˜, D˜X˜, D˜Y˜ which are compatible with the Bianchi identities
D˜F˜ = 0 and D˜2Ω˜ = [F˜ , Ω˜] for Ω˜ = B˜, X˜, Y˜ .
This determines nilpotent s-variations for the components of A˜, B˜, X˜, Y˜ . In practice, the
horizontality conditions are nothing but the tilted equations of motion of the model to be
defined in the next step: thus, the horizontality conditions fix both the symmetries and
the dynamics.
2. One looks for a generalized Lagrangian density L˜, i.e. a generalized p-form which de-
pends on A˜, B˜, ... and their exterior derivatives dA˜, dB˜, ... and which satisfies the cocycle
condition sL˜ = d(..) where s denotes the operator defined in the first step. Then
Smin[Φ
a,Φ∗a] ≡
∫
Md
L˜
∣∣∣0
d
(80)
represents an s-invariant action extending the classical action
Sinv[Φ
a] ≡ Smin[Φ
a,Φ∗a = 0] . (81)
Moreover, the s-variations defined in the first step coincide with those generated by the
functional (80) according to relations (21), i.e. Smin solves the BV master equation
1.
Since the s-operator is defined in terms of conditions involving the covariant quantities F˜ , D˜B˜, ...,
the polynomial L˜ depends on dA˜, dB˜, ... by virtue of the field strengths F A˜, DA˜B˜, .... By
construction, the classical action (81) is invariant under the standard BRST-transformations
s0Φ
a ≡ (sΦa)|Φ∗a=0. If sΦ
a involves Φ∗a, then s0 is only nilpotent on the mass-shell.
As emphasized in reference [12], the algebraic approach proceeds in the opposite order than
the usual BV-algorithm. In fact, the latter starts with a classical action Sinv[A,B, ..] that is
invariant under s0-variations (which are, in general, only nilpotent on the mass-shell) and the
goal then consists of explicitly determining an action
Γ[ΦA; Φ∗A] = Sinv[A,B, ..] +
n∑
q=1
Φ∗A1 · · ·Φ
∗
Aq
∆q[Φ
A] ,
satisfying the master equation and generating nilpotent s-variations by virtue of the definitions
(20).
5.1.3 Examples
Mostly following references [1, 12], we will now present an overview of models which can be
constructed by the procedure outlined above. As pointed out by L. Baulieu [12, 13], this
construction not only yields topological field theories of Schwarz-type, but also theories of
Witten-type. We will not spell out the explicit form of the cocycle condition for each model,
since the latter can easily be obtained from the given Lagrangian L˜ by application of the s-
operator. However, we note that (contrary to the indications in [12]), the cocycle condition does
not always have the simple form (s + d)L˜ = 0 as was already illustrated by the Chern-Simons
theory, see equation (10). The compatibility of horizontality conditions can readily be verified
for each example.
1The explanation of this fact represents an intriguing question.
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1) BF-model in d ≥ 2 This model involves the pair (A˜, B˜), the action being given by
Smin =
∫
Md
tr {B˜F A˜}
∣∣∣0
d
=
∫
Md
tr {BF} + s.t. , (82)
where ‘s.t.’ stands for source terms. The classical equations of motion are the zero-curvature
conditions F = 0 = DB. For d = 2, the field B represents a 0-form and does not have a local
gauge symmetry (apart from ordinary gauge transformations) [3, 2, 7].
2) BF-model with cosmological constant For d = 3 and d = 4, a term involving a real
dimensionless parameter λ can be added [3] to the BF-action for the pair (A˜, B˜). For d = 3,
the minimal action reads [1]
Smin =
∫
M3
tr {B˜F A˜ +
λ
3
B˜3}
∣∣∣∣∣
0
3
=
∫
M3
tr {BF +
λ
3
B3} + s.t. , (83)
which leads to the classical equations of motion F + λB2 = 0 = DB.
For d = 4, the action
Smin =
∫
M4
tr {B˜F A˜ +
λ
2
B˜2}
∣∣∣∣∣
0
4
=
∫
M4
tr {BF +
λ
2
B2} + s.t. (84)
leads to the complete equations of motion F A˜ + λB˜ = 0 = D˜B˜. From these, we can deduce,
amongst others, that
sB∗ = −[c, B∗]− (F + λB) . (85)
We now impose the complete equation of motion for the 2-form potential B, i.e.
0 = (F A˜ + λB˜)
∣∣∣0
2
=
δSmin
δB
= −sB∗ . (86)
This implies that the field B∗ can be set to zero consistently. In addition, we choose λ = −1
for the sake of simplicity. From equations (86)(85), we then conclude that B = F and, by
substitution into (84), we obtain
Smin| δSmin
δB
=0
=
1
2
∫
M4
tr {FF} +
∑
Φa=A,c,B1,B0
∫
M4
tr {Φ∗asΦ
a} . (87)
This expression represents the minimal action associated to the topological invariant
∫
M4
tr {FF}
whose gauge-fixing gives rise to Witten’s topological Yang-Mills theory (TYM) [2]. For the latter
theory, both the BRST-algebra [26] and the VSUSY-algebra [27, 16] close off-shell for different
classes of gauge-fixings so that the introduction of antifields does not seem useful for studying
the quantization of the model. Yet, it is quite interesting that TYM whose gauge-fixing proce-
dure refers to self-duality conditions can be obtained from an action involving only a dual pair
of potentials [13].
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3a) BF-XY-model For d ≥ 2, one can add to the BF-model (82) some dual pairs (X˜p, Y˜d−p−1)
with 0 ≤ p ≤ d− 1 coupling to A˜ according to [12]
Smin =
∫
Md
tr {B˜F A˜ +
d−1∑
p=0
X˜pD
A˜Y˜d−p−1}
∣∣∣∣∣∣
0
d
=
∫
Md
tr {BF +
d−1∑
p=0
XpDYd−p−1} + s.t. . (88)
This action leads to the classical equations of motion 0 = F = DB −
∑d−1
p=0(−1)
p[Xp, Yd−p−1] =
DXp = DYd−p−1. It represents a first order action that is analogous to three-dimensional
Chern-Simons theory.
3b) BF-XY-model with BX-coupling For any d ≥ 2, the 2-form potential X2 appearing
in the previous model can be coupled directly to B [12] with strength α ∈ R :
Smin =
∫
Md
tr {B˜(F A˜ + αX˜2) + X˜2D
A˜Y˜d−3}
∣∣∣0
d
=
∫
Md
tr {B(F +αX2)+X2DYd−3}+s.t. . (89)
The classical equations of motion then take the form 0 = F + αX = DY + αB = DB −
[X, Y ]. By elimination of X from the action functional by virtue of its algebraic equation of
motion, one gets a classical action of the form
∫
Md
d tr {FYd−3} which is analogous to TYM [12].
More specifically, for d = 3, this action,
∫
M3
d tr {FY0} =
∫
M3
tr {FDY0} describes magnetic
monopoles and its gauge-fixing via Bogomolny’s equations yields a topological model that is
closely related to four-dimensional TYM [28].
For d = 4, a “dual” form of the model (89) is obtained by exchanging the generalized fields
B˜2 and X˜2 in the pairs (A˜1, B˜2), (X˜2, Y˜1):
Smin =
∫
M4
tr {X˜2(F
A˜ + αB˜2) + B˜2D
A˜Y˜1}
∣∣∣0
4
. (90)
To this functional one can add a contribution
∫
trF(B˜2)
∣∣∣0
4
of the form s
∫
∆−14 +
∫
d(...). Different
gauge-fixings then allow to recover the Lagrangian tr {τ FF} for TYM and the one of the dual
theory defined by the duality transformation τ → 1/τ (see reference [29] for this and the
following points). The θ-parameter of the theory can be adjusted by adding the topological
invariant
Stop ≡
∫
M4
d tr {a (AdA+
2
3
AAA) + b FY1 + c Y1DY1}
= a
∫
M4
tr {FF} + b
∫
M4
tr {FDY1} + c
∫
M4
tr {DY1DY1 + F [Y1, Y1]}
with appropriately chosen complex parameters a, b, c. The different formulations of TYM in
two and eight dimensions can be approached along the same lines.
3c) BF-XY-model with mixed couplings Several sets of pairs (X˜p, Y˜d−p−1), (U˜p, V˜d−p−1), ...
with 0 ≤ p ≤ d−1 can be considered and coupled by terms of the form [X, Y ], [X,U ], B[X,U ], ...
[13]. For concreteness, we consider d = 6 and independent pairs (A˜, B˜4), (X˜2, Y˜3), (U˜2, V˜3),
(U˜ c2 , V˜
c
3 ) with an action Smin = Sinv + s.t. where
Sinv =
∫
M6
tr {B(F +X) +X(DY + [U, U c]) + UDV − U cDV c + V V c} . (91)
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By substituting the algebraic equations of motion 0 = F +X = V +DU c = V c +DU into the
latter functional, we obtain the following six-dimensional topological model of Witten-type [13]:
Sinv =
∫
M6
tr {DU DU c − F [U, U c]} −
∫
M6
tr {FDY } (92)
=
∫
M6
d tr {UDU c} −
∫
M6
d tr {FY } .
The first part of this action admits BRST- and VSUSY-algebras which close off-shell and which
have been studied in references [13, 30].
4) 3d Chern-Simons theory and extensions thereof For d = 3, we can choose X˜1 =
A˜ = Y˜1 and consider the Chern-Simons theory as we did in section 3. One can also combine
this theory with the models considered above [12] or include a term
∫
M3
tr {X1DX1} [4]. The
generalization of Chern-Simons theory to an arbitrary dimension [4] may be discussed as well
using the algebraic approach [31].
5) Supersymmetric extensions of the previous models The algebraic formalism admits
a supersymmetric extension [32] which should allow to discuss the supersymmetric versions of
the previous models, e.g. super BF models (see [33] and references therein).
5.1.4 General features
One may wonder what kind of field theoretic models can be constructed by the algebraic
procedure summarized above and which generic features are shared by all of the models that
we listed. Obviously, their field content is given by p-form potentials and they involve at least
the connection 1-formA. Only in three dimensions, the corresponding extended form A˜ contains
solely A, its ghost c and the associated antifields A∗, c∗. Thus, 3-manifolds are the only ones
for which a model involving solely a Yang-Mills potential can be constructed. (Actually, such
models can be obtained indirectly in other dimensions by eliminating some fields, as illustrated
by example 2 above.)
Otherwise, a common feature of all models constructed above is that their minimal action
(involving the classical fields A, ..., the ghosts c, ... and the associated antifields A∗, c∗, ...) can
be written directly in terms of generalized fields A˜, ... obeying some generalized zero-curvature
conditions 0 = F˜ = ... [23]. This fact is related to the following one. The dynamics of fields
is described by a metric-independent, first order action, the kinetic term being of the form
AdA,BdA,XdY and the gauge invariant interaction being given by some polynomial of the
fields. (General arguments supporting that this is the only class of examples have been put
forward in reference [31].) All of these theories are of topological nature.
If some of the classical equations of motion are algebraic (and linear in the basic fields), as it
is the case in examples 2, 3b, 3c, then they imply all other equations of motion by application of
the covariant derivative. Moreover, elimination of fields by some algebraic equations of motion
then reduces the first order actions to second order actions analogous to TYM, i.e. topological
models of Witten-type.
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5.1.5 Other models and possible generalizations
Some examples related to 2-dimensional gravity have been studied in references [12, 23]. In
this case, the components of the space-time metric are viewed as gauge potentials associated
to the invariance under general coordinate transformations.
A further extension of the formalism is the following. Consider the case of an abelian gauge
group. The pairs of potentials (X˜p, Y˜d−p−1) can be generalized to mixed dual pairs (X˜p, d˜Y˜d−p−2)
and (d˜X˜p, Y˜d−p−2) each of which involves an abelian potential and an abelian field strength. Such
pairs appear in the transgression construction of (d + 1)-dimensional topological field theories
from d-dimensional topological models [34].
A different generalization of the algebraic formalism consists of introducing incomplete
ladders and deformations of the operator d˜ ≡ d + s [35]. This approach allows to discuss
cohomological aspects of Yang-Mills-type theories or supersymmetric extensions thereof [35, 32].
Finally, we note that Yang-Mills theories can be formulated in terms of a first order action
by deforming a BF model [36]. Thus, the algebraic formalism discussed here should also be
useful for describing these (non-topological) field theories.
5.1.6 Master equation and gauge-fixing
In this section, we summarize the general recipe for deriving the vertex functional of the theory
on a generic space-time manifold Md.
The minimal actions Smin[Φ
a; Φ∗a] presented in section 5.1.3 (which have been obtained from
a horizontality condition and cocycle condition) satisfy the BV master equation (18). For each
of these models, the gauge degrees of freedom have to be fixed by virtue of some gauge-fixing
conditions Fα. The latter are implemented in the action by introducing a gauge-fermion Ψgf
of ghost-number −1 depending on antighost fields C¯α:
Ψgf [Φ
A] =
∫
Md
tr {C¯αFα} . (93)
The s-variation of C¯α yields the multiplier field Πα,
sC¯α = Πα , sΠα = 0 (94)
and the corresponding antifields are assumed to transform “the other way round”:
sΠ∗α = (−1)
(d+1)(|C¯α|+1)C¯∗α , sC¯
∗
α = 0 . (95)
These trivial (“contractible”) BRST-doublets, which do not contribute to the physical content
of the theory, are taken into account by adding a contribution
Saux[C¯
∗
α,Π
α] = −
∫
Md
tr
{
C¯∗αΠ
α
}
(96)
to the action Smin. The resulting non-minimal action depends on the fields (Φ
A) = (Φa, C¯α,Πα)
and the corresponding antifields (Φ∗A) = (Φ
∗
a, C¯
∗
α,Π
∗
α):
Snm[Φ
A,Φ∗A] = Smin[Φ
a,Φ∗a] + Saux[C¯
∗
α,Π
α] . (97)
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It still solves the master equation.
After elimination of the antifields according to prescription (22), one obtains the vertex
functional
Σ[ΦA, ρA] = Snm|Φ∗
A
= Sinv + Sgf + Sext + Smod , (98)
where Sgf = sΨgf denotes the gauge-fixing part for the classical, gauge invariant action Sinv
and where Sext represents the linear coupling of the external sources ρA to the s-variations of
the fields ΦA.
5.2 VSUSY
In the following, we sketch the general procedure for obtaining the VSUSY-variations of all
fields and antifields on Md = R
d.
A p-form gauge potential Xp generally admits a hierarchy of ghosts X
1
p−1, X
2
p−2, ... and the
gauge-fixing of the corresponding symmetries leads to analogous hierarchies of antighosts. All
of these fields can be organized in a BV-pyramid culminating in Xp, see Table 1.
For a ladder Ω˜, the VSUSY-variations are postulated to be given by
δτ Ω˜ = iτ Ω˜ , (99)
i.e. VSUSY climbs the ladder from the highest ghost-number to the lowest one. The varia-
tions of the classical fields, the ghosts and the associated antifields follow directly from (99) by
choosing Ω˜ = X˜p, Y˜d−p−1. As noted after eq.(33), the antifields transform in the other direction
than the fields do.
Next, we consider the antighosts with negative ghost-number, i.e. those located on the left
half of the BV-pyramid, i.e. c¯−1p−1, c¯
−2
p−2, c¯
−1
p−3, . . .. Their variations follow from the arguments pre-
ceding equations (73). Those of the associated antifields are inferred from the general guideline
that antifields transform in the other direction than fields do, i.e. C¯α
δτ→ C¯β implies C¯∗β
δτ→ C¯∗α,
see eq.(74).
All of the remaining antighosts have positive (more precisely non-negative) ghost-number.
Those which have the same total degree can be gathered in ladders which correspond to the
diagonals on the right half of the pyramid :
˜¯cp−2 = c¯p−2 + c¯
1
p−3 + . . .+ c¯
p−2 (100)
˜¯cp−4 = c¯p−4 + c¯
1
p−5 + . . .+ c¯
p−4 , ...
Xp
c¯−1p−1 X
1
p−1
c¯−2p−2 c¯p−2 X
2
p−2
c¯−3p−3 c¯
−1
p−3 c¯
1
p−3 X
3
p−3
c¯−4p−4 c¯
−2
p−4 c¯p−4 c¯
2
p−4 X
4
p−4
. . . . . .
Table 1: Xp-pyramid
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These generalized forms are incomplete since they only involve components with positive ghost-
number2. Similarly, the antifields associated to the antighosts (100) can be collected into ladders
containing only components with negative ghost-number :
(˜¯cp−2)
∗ = (c¯ p−2)∗ + . . .+ (c¯p−2)
∗ , ... (101)
The transformation law (99) is now postulated for all of these ladders, i.e. for Ω˜ = ˜¯cp−2n, (˜¯cp−2n)
∗
with n = 1, 2, ....
The δτ -variations of the multipliers Π
α = sC¯α follow from the variations of the C¯α by
requiring the VSUSY-algebra [s, δτ ] = Lτ to be satisfied :
δτΠ
α = δτsC¯
α = Lτ C¯
α − s(δτ C¯
α) .
The antifields (C¯∗α,Π
∗
α) associated to the BRST-doublets (C¯
α,Πα) again transform “the other
way round”.
6 Conclusion
As is well-known, the BV-formalism represents a systematic procedure for constructing an s-
invariant action in the case of a gauge algebra which is reducible and/or only valid on-shell.
The s-operator of the BV-setting is nothing but the linearized Slavnov-Taylor operator. If the
symmetry algebra is only valid on-shell, antifields appear in the s-variations and the solution
Snm of the Slavnov-Taylor identity involves terms that are quadratic (or of higher oder) in the
antifields.
The algebraic framework for the BV-formalism on which we elaborated here, represents
an elegant procedure for constructing solutions of the Slavnov-Taylor identity for topological
models of Schwarz-type as defined in various dimensions. In particular, it allows to obtain
quite straightforwardly the VSUSY-transformations which are most useful for dealing with the
quantum version of these theories.
As emphasized in section 5, topological models of Witten-type can also be introduced along
these lines. However, their BRST- and VSUSY-algebras close off-shell in the standard BRST-
approach and therefore the introduction of antifields is not useful for their description [27, 16,
30].
Our discussion of VSUSY for topological models defined on flat space-time can be general-
ized to generic manifolds by incorporating VSUSY in the s-operation: this leads to an exact
rather than a broken Ward identity and it proves to be useful for discussing the relationship
between topological models and gravity [18].
To conclude, we note that it would be interesting to gain a deeper geometric understanding
[37] of the algebraic construction of topological models summarized in section 5. (Presumably
the field theoretic formulation of references [15, 32] provides the appropriate framework for this
endeavor.) Such an insight should explain more fully why highly non-trivial solutions of the
master equation can be obtained from a simple algebraic procedure.
2Yet, the BV-pyramid does not involve the complete ladder X˜p either, but only those components which
have positive ghost-number.
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